
WARTBURG PHOTO RESOURCES 
NOTE
please report any damage to equipment immediately, batteries may need to be recharged before using

PHOTO STUDIO
There is a photo studio available for student use. To use the studio you must go through a short 
training session. After this training you may get the key for the studio from the security office.

REV 1-2020 TP

LIGHTING KITS
Monolight Kit     
3 flash monolights with stands and umbrellas

Omni Light Kit       
3 halogen lights with stands barn-doors, umbrellas

Tota Light Kit     
2 halogen Tota Lights with stands

LED Light Kit     
2 LED lights, stands, 2 umbrellas

LED Panel Light Kit    
2 8x16" LED lights with stands

CAMERAS
Canon EOS Rebel T5 with EF-S18-55 lens
Camera 1, ser 162073071500
battery, charger, case, lens cap 

Canon EOS Rebel T3 with EF-S18-55 lens
Camera 2, ser 232073017192
battery, charger, case, UV filter, lens cap

Canon EOS Rebel XS with EF-S18-55 lens
Camera 3, ser 4040602358
battery, charger, case, UV filter

Canon EOS M50 with EF-S15-45 lens
Camera 4, ser 912040000013
battery, charger, case, lens cap, UV filter

Minolta Maxxum 7000 35mm film camera

MISCELLANEOUS PHOTO  
(check out individually)

SD memory cards (16, 32, 64 Megabyte)

Tripods Manfretto; MePhoto Globetrotter, MePhoto Air 
(do not lose removable camera mounts); Gitzo Traveler

Flash (Canon)

Lens Baby 3G for Canon cameras

Remote trigger for Canon cameras (can be 
locked for extremely long exposures)

Flash Trigger Calumet 4-channel wireless for Canon 
cameras (for remote flash or remote shutter) 

Microphone Sennheiser for Canon cameras

WEIRD PHOTO
Gigapan Epic Panorama mount (not 
suitable for larger cameras)

Epson Fast-Foto 640 photograph scanner 
(use for digitizing snapshots, etc)

Lytro Light Field Camera



LIGHTING FOR CHECK-OUT

WA R N I N G S
THESE ARE NOT DESK LAMPS—the flash and halogen lights get much hotter and use much more electricity.

USE COMMON SENSE, and especially don’t get them near anything that will burn or block a constant ventilation 
around the bulb. Don’t close down the reflectors past the stops on the Tota lights and don’t close the barn doors 
down too much on the Omni lights. And wait until they are fully cooled off before putting back into case.

HEAT RISES—don’t burn any of these lights with the bulb facing down or with the casing higher than 
the bulb. The Tota lights can point down as long as they are in the horizontal position (not tilted).

ELECTRICITY IS BAD FOR YOU—if you notice anything amiss with the lights or cords do not use them.

Lighting Kit 1 (Tota lights)
2 Lowel Tota-lights with cords
2 Calumet 052B stands
case

Lighting Kit 2 (Omni lights)
3 Lowel Omni Lights with cords 
2 Calumet 6605 stands
1 Calumet 6030 stand
2 Lowel silver lighting umbrellas 
2 Lowel black flags
2 Lowel reflectors
4 Lowel flex-shafts
2 Lowel barn door set 
case

Lighting Kit 3 (Monolights in Photo Studio)
2 Calumet Travelite 125 monolights with cords
2 Bowens dual lighting umbrellas (removable 
fabric to act as scrim or reflector) 
2 Calumet 6605 stands
sync cord
back-up sync cord
instructions (2 sets)
case

Lighting Kit 4 (Monolights)
2 Bowens Gemini GM400Rx monolights with cords
2 Bowens dual lighting umbrellas (removable 
fabric to act as scrim or reflector) 
2 Bowens 6605 stands
Bowens Pulsar sync transmitter
instructions (2 sets)
case

Lighting Kit 5 (LED)
1 Lowel Blender light
1 Lowel Pro LED light
2 stands
2 umbrellas
case
optional: Lowel soft-box for Pro LED

Lighting Kit 6 (LED panels)
2 Dracast light panels with barn doors
2 stands

Misc Lighting (check out individually)
3x6 reflector/scrim panel
transceivers (for operating monolights 
from hot-shoe or wirelessly) 
spare bulbs for various lights



WHAT THE HECK DO THOSE BUTTONS DO?

Monolight Operation
POWER SWITCH
turn o� when done
secondary switch for battery (don’t have)

MODELING LIGHT
generally turn on

POWER SETTING
adjusts brightness of flash

REFLECTOR / ACCESSORY RELEASE
push in to release reflector

PHOTOCELL OPERATION
allows flash to fire when other flash fires
(on for unconnected light)

SYNC PLUG
plug in camera remote here

MANUAL FLASH FIRE
just to make sure it fires

READY LIGHT
don’t use the flash until this is lit

MODELING LAMP MODE
top position turns o� the modeling lamp
middle or bottom position turns lamp on

BEEP
the flash can beep after it is fired to notify 
you when it is ready to fire again

RECEIVER ON FLASH
set to Radio if the transmitter (below) 
is controlling the flash

set to Cell if the flash is being 
controlled by the light of another flash

TRANSMITTER
left button tests the flash, right button 
establishes contact with the receiver if 
test button does not fire flash 
(changes radio channel)

MODELING LAMP LEVEL
top position sets the modeling lamp to brightest setting
bottom position has lamp dim as power is set lower (tracks power)

STUDIO

camera on manual

set shutter speed to 1/60 or 1/125

vary f-stop and or flash power to get correct exposure

ISO should probably be at lowest

turn o� remote flash trigger when done

be careful with lights

report any damage right away

put things back the way you found them

BELOW ARE THE LIGHTS IN THE PORTABLE BOWENS KIT 
MOST OPERATIONS ARE AS ABOVE



HOW DO I USE IT?

LED Light Kit
GENERAL OPERATION

Be careful with these lights. The small cord and 
connection is especially delicate.

These lights are not very bright. Consider 
perhaps using a tripod if you are using the 
umbrellas or the softbox.

LED PRO LIGHT

Light is balanced to 3000K, or the approximate 
color of many indoor lights.

Stand connection folds down for use. 

Barn doors can be rotated or expanded.

Slide front back and forth to zoom light.

Umbrella mounts through hole on side.

A softbox is available for this light.

BLENDER LIGHT

Yellow power full, blue none: Light is balanced to 
3000K, or the approximate color of many indoor 
lights.

Blue power full, yellow none: Light is balanced to 
5000K, or the approximate color of daylight 
(windows etc.)

Umbrella mounts through hole on bottom.


